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This Week 

Something I forgot to mention during the interview is that the MTA works best with high 

volume securities like index and sector ETFs. It may not perform well with thinly traded 

stocks. This week I added a new indicator at the top of the MTA chart, the Slope Gauge. 

 

The three rows of dots at the bottom of the chart remain the same. In the group of three, 

the top row is slope of the MTA fast average (13 week EMA). The middle row is the slope of 

the MTA middle average (21 week EMA), and the bottom row is the slope of the MTA slow 

average (34-week EMA). The fast average is the blue line on the chart. The green line is the 

middle average, and the red line is the slow average. 

The Slope Gauge is the row of dots at the top of the chart. They show the slope of price, 

which is the same slope that appears as a green line on the CMF chart. Why put the same 

information on both charts? The green line on the CMF chart shows the raw, 1-month slope 

of price each day. The dots on the MTA chart express the information as a simple color bar. 

If the dots are bright green, then the slope of price is rising more than 2% per month. If the 

dots are dark green, then the slope is between 1% and 2%. Gray dots mean slope is 

between -1% and +1%, which is essentially flat. Dark red dots mean slope is declining 

between -1% and -2%. And bright red means slope is falling more than -2% per month. 

I added this slope gauge because it is sometimes possible for the MTA to give a buy signal 

(all three lower rows of dots turning green) when price itself is essentially horizontal. If the 

MTA says buy but the slope gauge is grey (flat), then it's a good idea to wait to see what 

will happen next. 

For example, in July 2019, the MTA gave a buy signal but the Slope Gauge was gray. And 

the Slope Gauge didn't turn green until late October or early November of 2019. Entering 

when the market is flat doesn't usually cost you much, but it ties up your money in a 

security that is going nowhere.  



 

Here's a breakdown of IWM entry and exit signals since early 2016. 

 

There was an entry signal on 20-Apr-2016 that was confirmed by the Slope Gauge. Once a 

position is opened, it remains open until all three rows of dots turn red. The exit happened 

on 19-Oct-2018. So that position was opened at $113.56 and was closed at $153.36 for a 

profit of about 35%. Another entry signal (E 2) occurred on 19-Feb-19 at $156.65. It was 

also confirmed by the Slope Gauge. The exit signal (X 2) came on 28-May-19 at $149.59 for 

a loss of 4.5%. 

The MTA gave an entry signal on 3-Jul-2019, but the Slope Gauge was gray (indicating that 

price was more or less flat), so that was a pass (P 1). The MTA gave another entry signal on 

16-Sep-19. However, the Slope Gauge was still gray, indicating this was a low probability 

entry. So that was another pass (P 2). As it turned out, those MTA signals would have both 

been small losses. 

On 30-Oct-19 the MTA gave an entry signal but Slope was flat gray. On 5-Nov-19 the MTA 

was still solid green and Slope switched from gray to dark green. By 14-Nov-19, the Slope 

Gauge had switched to bright green (E 3) and the MTA was still solid green. A buy on 14-

Nov would have gotten in at about $158.10. 

On 31-Jan-20, the Slope Gauge gave a quiet warning by switching from bright green to dark 

green. On Feb 24 the Fast MTA Average switched from green to yellow. The next day the 

middle MTA Average turned yellow, and the Slope Gauge turned gray, also. By Feb 26 none 

of the MTA averages were green.  

On Mar 3rd all three MTA rows of dots were red signaling an exit (X 3). That would have 

closed the position at about $147.95 for a 6.5% loss. Not a pleasant outcome, but far better 

than the people who rode IWM from its high of $169 to below $100, experiencing a loss of 

over 40%. 

On 3-Jul-20 the MTA turned solid green and the Slope Gauge was already green (E 4). That 

entry signal got us in near $143.80, and by the end of the chart IWM was near $225. 

The Slope Gauge augments the MTA. For more detail, check the slope line on the CMF chart. 



Market Barometers       ← Use this link to see all the market barometer charts 

Markets do not change course overnight. Speculating about the future is a waste of time, but 

markets trend and understanding what is happening now tells us what is most likely to happen next. 

The four major market indexes continue to climb. 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/market_barometer_charts/


A Closer Look 

The SPX closed lower every day this week, and ended the week lower than it opened. NYAD 

(the advance-decline line) followed along but closed up on Friday. The percentage of S&P 

stocks above their 50-day average, SPXA50R, declined with price and ended the week at 

66.9%. 

 

 

 
 



Core Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live Core Universe Table and column descriptions 

 

 

Last week's choices were: ARKK (5% warning $148.75), EEM (5% warning $54.91), IBB 

(5% warning $163.97), IWM (5% warning $216.96), and VTI (5% warning $197.12). 

 

Sym MTA RelStr Loc Trend ATS RSI MAC CMF OBV Long Events/Alerts 

ARKK ↑ 11.7 ↑ ↑ ↕ ↑ ↓ ↑  yes caution < $149 

IWM ↑ 8.7 ↑ ↑ ↕ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ yes caution < $217 

IBB ↑ 6.2 ↑ ↑ ↓ → ↓ → → yes caution < $164 

EEM ↑ 6.2 ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ → ↑ ↑ yes caution < $55 

IGV ↑ 4.2 ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑  no RelStr > IBB 

QQQ ↑ 4.3 ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ → ↑  no RelStr > IBB 

VTI ↑ 3.8 → ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑  yes caution < $197 

SPY ↑ 3.0 → ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑  no RelStr > IBB 

VNQ ↑ 2.8 ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑  ↑  no RelStr > IBB 

EFA ↑ 2.8 ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ no RelStr > IBB 

Legend: Up: ↑, Down: ↓, Flat/Stable: →, Mixed: ↕, Turning Up: , Turning Down: 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/core_universe_charts/


So this week's holdings are again: ARKK (5% warning $148.75), EEM (5% warning $54.91), 

IBB (5% warning $163.97), IWM (5% warning $216.96), and VTI (5% warning $197.12). 

         -          -          -          -          -          -          -          -          -          -          - 

Newer members may be wondering  how VTI got into the holdings list and why it is still 

there.  VTI got in back in November (and replaced our cash surrogate fund, SHV) when the 

market looked considerably different.  

We are still holding VTI because of our anti-churning rules: 

1. Once we take a position in an ETF, we continue to hold it unless: A) we get an MTA 

exit signal on it; or B) Another ETF pushes it out of the "holdings list". 

2. In order to get into the holdings list, an ETF that's not on the list has to get a RelStr 

slope rating that's higher than the ETF that's in the middle of the holdings list.  

Here are the ETFs we are currently holding and their RelStr (slope) ratings: ARKK 11.7, IWM 

8.7, IBB 6.2, EEM 6.2, and VTI 3.8. Right now the ETF in the middle of the holdings is IBB, 

so for a new ETF to become a holding, it would have to achieve a monthly slope greater 

than 6.2%. Should that happen, VTI will be dropped and the new ETF will take its place. 

If we just held the 5 ETFs with the best slopes, there would be almost weekly changes as 

ETFs with weaker slopes jostled to be in 5th place. I came up with the anti-churning rules to 

keep that from happening and to extend our holding period. 

This approach to updating the holding list is explained on page 13 of the Dynamic Asset 

Allocation paper on the website. 

  

https://trendlinedynamics.com/articles/Dynamic_Asset_Allocation.pdf
https://trendlinedynamics.com/articles/Dynamic_Asset_Allocation.pdf


Sector Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live Sector Universe Table and column descriptions 

 

 

SPX Sector RelStr Leaders: XRT 14.0, XLE 8.9, XAR 6.3, XLF 5.1, XLC 4.4, XLK 3.8, XLY 3.5. 

 

For XAR, the 'Description' field has a yellow background because that ETF doesn't have 

enough daily average volume to meet our liquidity caution level of 200,000 shares per day.  

https://trendlinedynamics.com/spx_sector_charts/


Auxiliary Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live Auxiliary Universe Table 

 

Auxiliary Sector RelStr Leaders: ARKQ 15.2, XOP 14.3, USO 14.2, ARKW 12.7, LIT 10.7,  

XBI 8.8, IJS 8.6 
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https://trendlinedynamics.com/auxiliary_sector_charts/

